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ABSTRACT 

Fabrication and assembly details are given for the construction of a 

sixteen-stage silver-magnesium dynode electron multiplier. The unit has 

been used primarily for positive-ion detection in mass spectroscopy. 
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ELEQTRON MULTIPLI,~ ,F;ABRICATION 

Frederick L. ReynQlds 

Radiation Laboratory 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

This is a short account of some of the techniques employed in the con~ 

struction of electron multipliers. Our group has used this design for posi~ 

tive ion detection with a number of our mass spectrometers for several years 

either for positive ion counting or as a current amplifier. The output of the 

multiplier is normally connected to a suitable scaler or to an electrometer. 

Electron multiplier structures may be obtained commercially from a 

number of photomultiplier manufacturers either as special orders or as 

rejects from their regular phototube runs. Most of these units are con-

structed to use Cs~Sb or other high~ratio.secondary-emitting material that 

does mbt require very high per stage voltages for optimum characteristics. 

Such high-gain emitters, however, poison quickly when exposed to air and are 

not suitable as such for use in vacuum equipment where the unit may be sub-

jected for short periods to air or water vapor. 

In the use of beryllium-copper or silyer-magnesium dynodes without 

other special high~ratio secondary-emitting surface material, the opti-

mum secondary ratio is obtained at higher operating per stage voltages. 

With activated silver-magnesium surfaces this optimum occurs between 300 and 

400 volts per stage. Insulation between stages becomes a more formidable 

problem, especially when a sensitive electrometer is employed on the out-

put stage, and this factor was p~rtially responsible for some of the fab~ 

ricationdesigns that follow. 
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Dynodes 

l 
The dynode structure is essentially that proposed by Allen; the dimen-

2 sions were suggested by Inghram. The die. structure was originally designed 

by J. H. Reynolds.3 The silver-magnesium alloy, 4% magnesium, can be pur-

chased in strip form, 5 mils in thickness, from large jewelry-supply houses. 

The foil is generally work~hardened when purchased and must be annealed in 

vacuum or in argon at 500° to 550° C before it can be formed in the dynode-

forming die. Recently, our supplier has furnished foil in an annealed state. 

Drawing 1~1 shows the essential dimensions of the dynode; the first collector 

dynode and final collector dynodes are suggested dimensions; they can be 

modified slightly to s4it the experimental conditions. For pulse counting 

it is sometimes preferred to use a grid as the final collector to reduce 

the last dynode to collector capacity, thus reducing the time-constant value 

to a minimum. 

Fabrication of the dynode is covered' in,.·.drawing",l X 444-l which shows 

the flat pattern and forming details. The construction of the two necessary 

dies is shown on drawings l X 442-3 and l X 443-3. 

After fabrication the dynode surface is polished with nlimber three metal-

lurgical polishing paper and finally buffed with a small polishing wheel. 

The dynodes are then scrubbed in distilled water containing a small amount of 

wetting agent and completely rinsed. They are furth~r cleaned in methyl 
.... 

alcohol-acetone 50 percent mixture and allowed to dry in dust-free air. Die 

number two, drawing l X 443-3, can be used as a holder for the polishing 

ope<ration so as to avoid deforming of the dynode contour. 
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Activation of D;ypodes .·~ 

The dynodes are activated by placing in a pyrex vacuum system,· out

gassing the metal at 450° c, then submitting them to water vapor4 at 

-4 0 l x 10 mm pressure for one hour at 450 C. After the water vapor treatr 

ment the dynodes are repumped and the container is sealed off until assem-

b'ly of the unit. Treatment with water vapor rather than oxygen will oxidize 

the Mg on the surface, but will not penetrate the metal structure. Oxygen, 

on the other hand, is quite soluble in silver at these temperatures and 

leaves the metal brittle, and also changes most of the Mg. in the lattice 

to MgO. 

Supporting Structure 

The pyrex spacers are made by glass-grind.ing techniques. A steel plate 

is drilled with holes, the diameter of the hole being slightly oversize with 

reference to the tubing selected. This plate is then machined and lapped 

to the correct thicknesso Pyrex tubing is cut on a silicon carbide wheel 

to approximately the right dimension and waxed into the holes in the steel 

plate. By grinding the glass ends down to the plate dimensions a large number 

of spaces can be made, all spacers having the same dimension within l mil. A 

slot is cut lengthwise in the spacer to assist in pumping out between the 

spacer and the glass stud~ 

The glass studs are made from l/8-inch-diameter pyrex rod thr~aded on 

both ends. 5 The final feed-through for the last collector dynode is pyrex 

glass threaded l/4 - 20, and is made from 2-mm capillary tubing. Kovar 

glass-to-metal seals could be used here, but we have had trouble with these 

seals as electrometer feed-through connections; they sometimes develop noiseo 
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The remainder of the parts are of stainless steel, drawings appear

ing as 2-l through 7-l. The final drawing;, 8-1, shows an assembly of the 

multiplier. A photograph (Fig. l) of the completed structure is included. 

Gain 

A sixteen-stage multiplier will consistently give a gain of about 

one million, and this figure w~ll hold with a reasonable amount of sub

jection to air contamination. Maximum gains under more ideal conditions 

can be extended to seventy milli.on. 

This work was performed under-~ the auspices of the U. S. Atomic 

Energy Commission. 
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Drawing 1-1. Sections of dynodes. 
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Drawing 1 X 444- l. Dynode fabrication: flat pattern and 
forming details. 
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Drawing 1 X 442-3. Dynode fabrication: die No. l. 
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Drawing 1 X 443-3. 
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Dynode fabrication: die No. 2. 
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Drawing 2-l. Electron multiplier: top plate. 
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Drawing 3-1. Electron multiplier: base plate. 
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Drawing 4-1. Electron multiplier: glass spacer. 
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Drawing 5-l. Electron multiplier: glass stud. 
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Drawing 6-l. Electron multiplier: dynode support. 
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Drawing 7-1. Electron multiplier: glass post. 
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Drawing 8-1. Electron multiplier: assembly. 
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Fig. 1. Electron Multiplier 




